Oil Gel-Based Phantom for Evaluating Quantitative Accuracy of Speed of Sound Measured in Ultrasound Computed Tomography.
To evaluate the quantitative accuracy of the measured speed of sound in ultrasound computed tomography for breast imaging, it is necessary to use a phantom with inclusions whose speed of sound is known. Accordingly, a phantom with known-speed-of-sound inclusions (e.g., containing water and saltwater solution) under the control of temperature was developed. In addition, an oil gel was used as the phantom material for mimicking wave refraction from fatty breast tissue to dense breast tissue. The oil gel was generated by adding SEBS (styrene-ethylene/butylene-styrene, 10% w/w) to paraffin oil. The oil gel-based phantom has a cylindrical shape and contains rod-shaped inclusions that can be filled with water or saltwater solution (3.5% w/w sodium chloride in water). When temperature increases, the speed of sound in the water increases, while that in the oil gel decreases; in particular, the speed of sound in the oil gel was higher than that in the water at temperatures <20.6°C, while the speed of sound in the oil gel was lower than that in the water at temperatures >20.6°C. It has been reported that the speed of sound in dense breast tissue is higher than that in water, while that in fatty breast tissue is lower than that in water. Ultrasound is refracted owing to the difference between the speed of sound in the breast tissue and that in the background water. By controlling the temperatures of the oil gel and water, the oil gel-based phantom simulates the refraction of an ultrasound wave from fatty breast tissue to dense breast tissue. For 43 d, the variation ranges of the speed of sound and attenuation in the oil gel in the reconstructed images were 0.7 m/s and 0.03 dB/MHz/cm, respectively. The concentration of the saltwater solution in the polyacrylamide gel-based phantom decreased from 1% (w/w) to 0.48% (w/w) after 24 h, while that in the oil-gel-based phantom was constant. In addition, magnetic resonance imaging of the oil gel-based phantom revealed that NiSO4 solution was stably contained in the phantom for 42 d. It is therefore concluded that the liquid cannot penetrate the oil gel. This oil gel-based phantom with such high temporal stability is suitable for multicenter distribution and may be used for standardization of data acquisition and image reconstruction across centers.